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EXTENDING THE GABLE
Another common feature of many leaky buildings that can be 
worth changing is the flush gable or the roof gable hidden 

behind a parapet.
By Trevor Pringle, ANZIA, BRANZ Principal Writer

DESIGN RIGHT

I t’s relatively simple during a remediation project where the building 
is being reclad to create a gable that provides some overhang to 
the wall, increasing the protection to that surface. The amount of 
protection will be influenced by the width of the new overhang, the 

height of the wall and the typical wind speeds. 
For pitched roofs, outriggers can be supported on the top of the gable- 

wall end framing and extend back to the next truss or to a rafter. 
Where the overhang created is more than 450 mm and the roof is 

constructed with rafters, the outrigger may need to extend back at least 
900 mm. This may require removal of a second rafter.

As with the eaves extension detail on pages 23–24, any parapet must 
be removed and damaged wall framing replaced and the additional roof 
cladding must be integrated with the existing roof cladding:
 ❚ For tiles (see Figure 1), this will mean lifting existing tiles back to the 
next end joint to allow the installation of the new.

 ❚ For long-run profiled metal, the new roofing can be side lapped over the 
existing. 

Figure 1: Gable roof extension for metal tile roofing and outriggers.

flexible wall underlay (air barrier) above ceiling 
line or install a rigid air barrier inside framing

new barge flashing 
with cover over fascia 
board as required by 
E2/AS1 Table 7

new roofing

max. overhang to NZS 3604 for outrigger size

new metal roofing tiles 
to match existing

min. 40 mm upstand to tile with min. cover 
of barge flashing of 35 mm at any point

new bargeboard, paint 
before installing barge 
flashing

new soffit beneath 
outriggers

Note:

1. New outrigger to suit new bargeboard size.

2. Eaves fascia, gutter and ridge flashing also require extension.

3. Insulation not shown for clarity.

blocking between rafter 
extensions to support soffit

new cladding on drained and vented 
cavity on new wall underlay

new framing, wall underlay, 
insulation and lining as required

new tile battens to match 
existing battens

new roofing underlay to lap 150 mm min. 
over and tape to existing underlay

existing roofing on tile 
battens on underlay on 
existing rafters/trusses

fix end of outriggers 
to truss/rafter

new outriggers to 
NZS 3604 Table 10.9

existing roof trusses/rafters, replace 
damaged timber as required

new blocking

existing rafter removed or gable truss altered 
as required to support new outriggers

new flying rafter

scribed trim up  
to the gable




